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ABSTRACT: Power dispatching automation system is
an automatic application for monitoring and controlling
electronic power network dispatching in electric power
industry operation and a complex, huge and important
engineering concerning national economy and the
people’s livelihood. With the improved requirement of
national economy on power quality and development of
computer and information technology, power dispatch-
ing automation tends to be stronger in monitoring and
controlling electronic power network. Focusing on power
dispatching automation system in data management of
power plant substation, this study discussed over how
to process data information of power plant substation
and improve preciseness of data during acquisition,
transmission and controlling under the condition of in-
creased access volume in power plant substation, which
is beneficial to promote safe, reliable and economic
operation of electronic power network and economic
benefit of power plant.
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1. Introduction

With the development of Chinese economy, electric power
network tends to have high voltage, large volume and
major machine set and the requirement on dynamic bal-
ance and safety, economic and reliable operation of elec-
tronic power network becomes increasingly higher. Power
dispatching automation system as a data acquisition and
monitoring system serving for electronic power network
plays a more and more important role [1]. As unit capac-
ity increases and requirement on safe operation of elec-
tronic power becomes higher, provincial and regional
power grid distribution release some related assessment
methods and detailed rules, the importance of strength-
ening automatic dispatching of data management in power
plant substation becomes more outstanding, and eco-
nomical benefits of power plant is greatly affected.

As we all know, data needing management become more
complex and larger when power dispatching automation
is gradually intelligentized [2]. No matter it is power dis-
patching system or informatization system in other in-
dustries, data is the basis they survive [3]. In this sense,
reasonability of data distribution and quality of data are
all key factors restraining informatization system. Loosely
speaking, establishment of informatization system starts
from data acquisition and ends up with data utilization.
Data management concerns whether data can be suc-
cessively utilized. Many scholars and experts have taken
many efforts to study data management of power dis-
patching. Taking provincial power dispatching system as
an example, Wang Weiguo et al. [4] analyzed the
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current and potential application of power dispatching
automation system and their internal connection as well
as proposed an integrated design mode, i.e., power dis-
patching automation system based on dispatching data
warehouse. Based on data mining technology and power
dispatching automation system, Zhu Weijia et al. [5] dis-
cussed over the application of data mining technology in
power dispatching automatic system. Focusing on data
management of power plant substation, this study intro-
duced data acquisition and transmission of power plant
substation, aiming to provide detailed technical guidance
for improvement and establishment of engineering in this
aspect.

2. Overview of Power Dispatching System

2.1 Introduction of Power Dispatching System
Power dispatching automation system fully ensures the
safe and reliable operation of electronic power system
[6, 7] and plays a key role in power dispatching. Power
dispatching automation system can provide data, detailed
control means and tools for analysis and decision mak-
ing of electronic power system for related working staff.
The automation system scientifically integrates some real-
time information, equipment parameters and information
about electronic power network structure in electronic
power system with modern advanced electronic, com-
puter and communication technologies.

The main components of power dispatching automation
system are:

(1) Front-end processor which is responsible for collect-
ing and sorting data as well as receiving and explaining
control command.

(2) Main standby server, i.e., real-time database server
which provides data service for the other components of
dispatching automation system (front-end processor,
curve program server and report program server), moni-
tors operation state of workstations, manages peripheral
equipments of computer, alarms accidents and monitors
the progress of the whole system.

(3) Web server which is used for monitoring data distri-
bution, data report printing, real-time state of the whole
monitoring system, providing monitoring data and con-
trolling historic data.

(4) Satellite clock which takes GPS time as the time of
the system and thus ensure the consistency of time in-
side the system.

(5) Serial server, i.e., serial network server, which sup-
ports for multiple programming languages and can eas-
ily realize switching of main standby front-end proces-
sor by accessing to network conveniently.

2.2 Structure Chart of Power Dispatching System

Figure.1 Sketch map of power dispatching system structure

3. Knowledge of Dispatching Automation Power Plant
Substation

3.1 Main Functions of Dispatching Automation Power
Plant Substation
Functions of dispatching automation power plant substa-
tion includes dispatching data network and information
transmission channel, remote terminal unit, electronic
power vector measuring system, automatic voltage con-
trol system, electronic energy acquisition equipment,
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) sys-
tem, etc. These systems can collect information about
telemetering, telecommand and electric quantity of unit
and transformer substation, transmit them to local SCADA
system for monitoring operation state of unit and trans-
former substation [8] and moreover send them to provin-
cial power dispatching and controlling center for realiz-
ing safe monitoring, economic dispatching control, opti-
mal power flow, automatic reactive power optimization
and state estimation of power network. Besides, power
plant substation is responsible for receiving automatic
generation control (AGC) and automatic volume control
(AVC) command released by dispatching system, thus
to realize remote regulation control on active power and
reactive power of unit.

3.2 Composition Of Data In Dispatching Automation
Power Plant Substation
Dispatching automation data involved in coal-fired power
plant includes the following categories:

(1) Basic data used for equipment set and definition;

(2) Real time data used for telemetering, telecommand,
remote regulating and remote control, including voltage,
current and frequency of unit and circuit, action mes-
sage of relay protection, state information such as dis-
connecting link,  disconnector, AVC, AGC and primary
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  frequency modulation as well as command information.

(3) Electronic energy data of  electric energy meter and
environmental protection data such as desulfuration,
denitration and dust concentration.

3.3 Management of Basic Data of Dispatching Auto-
mation Power Plant Substation
Basic data of dispatching automation power plant sub-
station includes detailed information table of telemetering
and telecommand, communication channel, terminal con-
nection, device definition parameters, etc. Management
of basic data can ensure correct data acquisition, cor-
rect transmission with main station and correct display
and control of data in substation as well as ensure con-
firming failure position when failure occurs [9, 10]. De-
tailed information table of telemetering and telecommand
includes sequence number, name, normally open
(closed) contact or not, point of sequence of events or
not, physical position number (board card number), point
defined in database, transmission direction (provincial
power dispatching, regional dispatching, SCADA in sta-
tion). Initial sequence number of main station and sub-
station should be kept consistent, both starting from 0 or
both from 1. Detailed information table of telecommand
includes sequence number, name, measurement range,
unit of measurement, variable ratio of transformer, physi-
cal position number and configuration system point. The
rule of initial sequence number is the same as detailed
information table of telecommand. With the establish-
ment of dual-plane dispatching data network and emer-
gence of standby dispatching in main station, the amount
of network port and data transfer direction increase
sharply. Channel interrupt and data loss may happen if
IP address is not recorded and managed well. Though
serial port and special line channel has been gradually
stopped use main station and substation, there are still a
large amount of serial port and special line channel ex-
isting in substation. Hence management of position and
Baud rate of serial port and data bits is still important.
As-built drawing should be collected after installation and
debugging of equipment is over. After improvement of
equipment, revision should be made accordingly and fixed
label needs to be made on terminal. Operation param-
eters of equipment need to be backuped; revision of pa-
rameters needs to be recorded, which is helpful for timely
recovery when equipment fails.

4. Precise Control of Data Management Of Power
Plant Substation

4.1  Precise Control During Data Acquisition
Power dispatching automation mostly collects electrical
signal. Analog quantity is acquired by transmitter or al-
ternating current sampling device, while environmental
data are acquired by flue gas analyzer and isolation trans-
ducer. The acquired data as the source of dispatching
automation data directly affects preciseness of calcula-
tion and control. Controlling preciseness of data is of
great significance to ensure safety and reduce

assessment of electric quantity. As data acquired are in
low speed, the current computer can completely meet its
sampling cycle. Thus details do not need to be discussed.
Data preciseness can be controlled in the following as-
pects.

First is to select transmitter with suitable preciseness.
According to related requirement, preciseness of volt-
age and current of transmitter should not be lower than
0.2 grade and preciseness of active power and reactive
power should not be lower than 0.5 grade.

Second is to select reasonable measuring range. Mea-
suring range of transmitter is fit in with variation range of
data measured. Small measuring range is not able to
measure all data within variation range and large mea-
suring range will result in decrease of measuring pre-
ciseness. For example, measuring range for AGC com-
mand output of 320 MW unit should be between 160 and
360 MW.

Third is to set suitable dead band. Excessively small dead
band will lead to too frequent sudden change and up
supply of data and thus induce increase of data volume.
Excessively large dead band will fail to collect up-supply
data which ought to be collected and thus lower precise-
ness.

Fourth is to select suitable mode of connection. For al-
ternating current sampling device, three-component con-
nection has a much high preciseness than 2-component
or 2.5-component connection on the condition that three
phases are not balanced.

Fifth is to ensure consistency of time. Time tick function
of collection device should ensure reliable operation. IRIG-
B code should be adopted to ensure correctness of SOE
or data with time scale.

Sixth is to correct offset during conversion of code value.
When actual value of transmitter is transformed into hexa-
decimal cold value, offset needs to be confirmed. Some
devices cannot input decimal part of offset which has
great influence of preciseness of data. Hence data can
be transmitted after being transformed into floating-point
number using the internal calculation function of device.

4.2 Control of Preciseness And Correctness During
Data Transmission
Due to objective reasons, data will be missing during
data transmission; moreover, data without time scale will
lead to deviation due to network time-delay. Preciseness
and correctness of data can be controlled during trans-
mission process in the following aspects.

Firstly, point number of sequence number in table of in-
formation should be matched one-to-one to prevent allo-
cate one point number to different sequence numbers.

Second is double configuration of transmission channel.
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To avoid data loss after single channel stops, measures
should be adopted to recover operation as soon as pos-
sible.

Third is to select signal transmission interface. Accord-
ing to the number of interface and transmission distance,
RS-232 serial port, RS-485 serial port and Ethernet should
be selected. When transmission distance cannot satisfy
standard requirement, optical fiber can be used.

Fourth is to reduce transmission delay. According to na-
tional regulation, vertical boundary of dispatching data
network is generally allocated with network devices such
as encryption authenticated device and firewall. Prod-
ucts with small network time-delay should be selected if
possible to control time delay at millisecond.

Fifth is to reduce network congestion and packet loss
probability. Network devices such as interchanger should
be maintained to prevent data packet dropout caused by
poor performance. Load rate of central processing unit
(CPU) of devices should be controlled. When there are
multiple CPU, load balance and task sharing of CPU
should be done. Virus infection in production control area
should be checked at regular intervals to prevent net-
work attack.

Sixth is to adopt necessary anti-interference measure.
Interference still exists, though electric current loop used
in transmitter possesses good anti-interference perfor-
mance. Hence shield cable can be used for signal trans-
mission; shielding layer should be grounded reliably. To
reduce incorrectness of telecommand signals,
telecommand voltage should be improved.

4.3 Data Processing and Preciseness Control Dur-
ing Production
Processing of data is mainly applied in SCADA in sub-
station. Generally, the requirement can be met when stan-
dard database is used. Data return of main station is
displayed in the system and data are transmitted based
on cycle digital transmission (CDT) protocol generally,
which requires low in preciseness. Two points should be
noticed when data are used in AGC and AVC.

First is data homology. Measured value and actual value
uploaded to main station should be kept consistently. If
two measured results are sampled independently, then
data deviation is bound to be induced, leading to
overmodulation and undermodulation.

Second is parameter setting of control devices. Power
should be dispatched according to grid connection pro-
tocol as well as status of device in substation, thus to
confirm and unify parameters of devices. Taking reac-
tive power voltage control as an example, modulation will
be determined as unqualified when reactive power com-
mand is released, on the condition that device confirms
stator voltage of electric generator has reached lower
limit and then stops modulation.

4.4 Safeguard Measure for Correctness And Com-
pleteness of Data
Safety protection of monitoring system should be en-
sured according to requirement of Chinese Energy Ad-
ministration, thus to prevent infection and spread of vi-
rus infection in control area.

Maintenance of equipment should be strengthened, for
example, touring equipment every day, observing abnor-
mality of data, carrying out transmission test and preci-
sion checking at regular interval and switching power
source or channel. Hot plugging of RS-232 is forbidden
during working process.

Important equipments such as power source and device
host should be double allocated to ensure safe and reli-
able operation of device.

Data notification and alarm are set in SCADA. Abnormal
data should be noticed. Maintenance work ticket needs
to be gotten from dispatching control center in advance;
and maintenance test can be carried out after safeguard
measure is done.

5. Conclusion

With the development of power dispatching automation
technology, it has been transformed from experienced
mode to analytical mode and is developing into intelligent
mode now [11, 12]. Because of the more intelligent power
dispatching automation system, larger workload of data
management involving in daily operation, improvement
of unit volume and high requirement on safety operation
of power network, strengthening precision management
of dispatching automation data of power plant substation
is imperative. Only when data preciseness and correct-
ness are controlled in multiple aspects can it serve power
network better.
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